The use of visible speech cues for improving auditory detection of spoken sentences.
Classic accounts of the benefits of speechreading to speech recognition treat auditory and visual channels as independent sources of information that are integrated fairly early in the speech perception process. The primary question addressed in this study was whether visible movements of the speech articulators could be used to improve the detection of speech in noise, thus demonstrating an influence of speechreading on the ability to detect, rather than recognize, speech. In the first experiment, ten normal-hearing subjects detected the presence of three known spoken sentences in noise under three conditions: auditory-only (A), auditory plus speechreading with a visually matched sentence (AV(M)) and auditory plus speechreading with a visually unmatched sentence (AV(UM). When the speechread sentence matched the target sentence, average detection thresholds improved by about 1.6 dB relative to the auditory condition. However, the amount of threshold reduction varied significantly for the three target sentences (from 0.8 to 2.2 dB). There was no difference in detection thresholds between the AV(UM) condition and the A condition. In a second experiment, the effects of visually matched orthographic stimuli on detection thresholds was examined for the same three target sentences in six subjects who participated in the earlier experiment. When the orthographic stimuli were presented just prior to each trial, average detection thresholds improved by about 0.5 dB relative to the A condition. However, unlike the AV(M) condition, the detection improvement due to orthography was not dependent on the target sentence. Analyses of correlations between area of mouth opening and acoustic envelopes derived from selected spectral regions of each sentence (corresponding to the wide-band speech, and first, second, and third formant regions) suggested that AV(M) threshold reduction may be determined by the degree of auditory-visual temporal coherence, especially between the area of lip opening and the envelope derived from mid- to high-frequency acoustic energy. Taken together, the data (for these sentences at least) suggest that visual cues derived from the dynamic movements of the fact during speech production interact with time-aligned auditory cues to enhance sensitivity in auditory detection. The amount of visual influence depends in part on the degree of correlation between acoustic envelopes and visible movement of the articulators.